[Citation analysis of Space Medicine & Medical Engineering].
To evaluate the academic research level and the popularity of Space Medicine & Medical Engineering (SMME). With the Chinese Medical Citation Index (CMCI), the amount and distribution of the originals of SMME, which were cited by the journal included in CMCI, were analyzed according to method of citation analysis. The average of original papers cited by other researchers was 2.25, and this was more than other medical journals. The authors of these cited papers were from 13 Provinces in China, Beijing and Shannxi Province were in the front of this research area. There were 109 citing journals, and self-citing rate was 43.97%. A series of high quality papers has been published by the SMME, and its own edition characteristics keep its research level steady. Not only has the journal become an important information source of space medical engineering but also a core journal in medicine research as well.